DESCRIPTION: This is an epiphytic cactus that can be found in the southern reaches of Sonora, Mexico. It grows in the branch crotches of trees, where it climbs and clambers by means of aerial roots (its common name in Spanish means “hanging”). Sina Volador is fast growing in culture, and each stem can grow several feet in a season. Flowers appear along the stems from May until October. They are night-blooming, white, and about 6" long. They do not flare open wide, but have a narrowly open appearance. Sina Volador’s draping habit, and the need to protect it from winter freezes, makes it a good candidate for a hanging pot.

RECOMMENDED USE: Hanging container plant for a patio, porch, or under a tree.
CULTURE:

Hardiness: Protect from temperatures below 32°F.

Sun tolerance: Light to medium shade; at least in the afternoon.

Watering and feeding: Low to moderate water usage depending on size of pot and season. Water at least once a week when growing in warm weather. Feed with a liquid plant food twice during the growing season.

Soil requirements: Only to shape or control growth.

Pruning: Well drained cactus potting soil.